TRAFFIC GO FOR MOBILE MUSIC

it's the new thing
say STEVE and JIM

By RICHARD GREEN

Doonican: 'I'm forty and corny'

SHAPE up to it, Mr. Benedict — yes Benedict, who's always threatened somehow be scoring against the same thing himself (for instance, 'Sing Carey songs, I've known the idea, and I'll know how to know me to be in the way I am', 'And I can fix it, I'll stand trying to

By Alan Smith
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RYANS PROVE IT'S TALENT—NOT MONEY THAT MAKES HITS

THERE is more to the song holding the No. 12 slot this week's NME Chart than the fact that it is a hit record. Few new artists have enjoyed the lavish send-off that was Paul and Barry Ryan's happy lot—only for it all to founder and sink in tragic and finally in a mental conflict that saw the end of what looked initially such a gilt-edged investment.

"Must happen"

"Must happen" was the song's title and for its author, Don Arden, it was a matter of just as much importance to his career as it now is to the Ryan brothers. Writer and producer, Arden is a man whose career is as controversial as it is prolific. He has written and produced more than 500 hits and was the architect of the pop sound of the 1960s. But now, with "Must happen", he found himself on the receiving end of a record that might have been his biggest triumph.

Shown to Paul

"My mother's killer wrote it" was part of the picture. Paul Ryan had seen "Must happen" performed in a London club and then, with a bit of help from the song's writer, he was introduced to Paul McCartney. McCartney was blown away by the song and invited the Ryan brothers to his home in England. From there, things moved quickly and the song was recorded and released.

Locomotive's coloured sound

"Locomotive's Coloured Sound" was the song's title and for its author, Richard Green, it was a matter of just as much importance to his career as it now is to the Ryan brothers. Writer and producer, Green is a man whose career is as controversial as it is prolific. He has written and produced more than 500 hits and was the architect of the pop sound of the 1960s. But now, with "Locomotive's Coloured Sound", he found himself on the receiving end of a record that might have been his biggest triumph.

TREMS MAKE POP HISTORY

Things have changed since the days of scrawling set lists by young tour buses. Along with the Marquess, they were the first British pop group sent to tour in Israel, and their concert in Jerusalem's Opera House was the largest and most successful pop show ever to have been held there.

And get shock when BOY fans kiss them!

"My mother's killer wrote it" was part of the picture. Paul Ryan had seen "Locomotive's Coloured Sound" performed in a London club and then, with a bit of help from the song's writer, he was introduced to Paul McCartney. McCartney was blown away by the song and invited the Ryan brothers to his home in England. From there, things moved quickly and the song was recorded and released.
NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS

MAMA CASS

GREAT SINGING: MAMMA CASS

Mary arrives late for welcome party

Monkee arrested

1

America Calling

Screams are just GREAT

STANDING on stage in front of hundreds of fans nightly gives Steve Ellis quite a thrill and he admits that he likes the girls to scream at him. But if he is recognised in the street he often comes embarrassed.

Love Affair's Steve

Love Affair's Steve

Are you converted to play stereo LP's?

MALCOLM ROBERTS from opera to the charts

New to the charts

Simone and Soul

First 'Hair' hit

IT'S a beautiful day today and it's made better as new No. 1 SIMONE AND SOUL celebrate with some boys (No. 1 is "Do You Love Me"") going to New York... And they've got their own special number "Hair"

June Harris in New York

Ann Moses in Hollywood

CRAZY WORLD OF

THE WHO

ARThur Brown

JOE COCKER

AND THE GREASE BAND

THE MINDBENDERS

8th NOV.: WALTHAMSTOW, GRANADA (2 shows 7.00 - 9.10)
9th NOV.: LOUTH, ADELPHI (2 shows 6.00 - 8.30)
* 10th NOV.: BRISTOL, COLSTON HALL

ALAN BROWN Will replace Joe Cocker on this date

(2 shows 5.30 - 7.45)

PLUS

SPECIAL GUEST STARS

THE SMALL FACES

ON THE FOLLOWING DATES:

15th NOV.: MIDDLE EARTH, ROUNDHOUSE, CHALK FARM (All Night)
16th NOV.: MIDDLE EARTH, ROUNDHOUSE, CHALK FARM (All Night)
* 17th NOV.: BIRMINGHAM THEATRE (2 shows 5.30 - 8.00)
18th NOV.: NEWCASTLE CITY HALL (2 shows 6.15 - 8.30)
19th NOV.: GLASGOW, GLASSEY ICEBERG (1 show 8.00)
20th NOV.: LIVERPOOL EMPIRE (2 shows 6.15 - 8.35)
* JOE COCKER WILL NOT BE APPEARING ON THESE DATES.

SEE LOCAL PRESS FOR DETAILS

TICKETS ON SALE AT APPROPRIATE THEATRES
AND FOR THE ROUNDHOUSE AT USUAL AGENCIES
AND FROM MIDDLE EARTH
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I'VE NEVER BEEN 100 PER CENT A BEE GEE: VINCE

VINCE McELHONEY is the Bee Gee who believes an interview should be allowed to flow. He's the one who gives other people a chance to talk. It's only fair that he should get his say, once in a while. His single, 'My Love, My Valentine,' is a hit and his solo career is just beginning. Today, he's all smiles.

Talking to NICK LOGAN

Want a BIG record collection? It's easy with the KEITH PROWISE BUDGET PLAN!

When Cash sang looking down the barrel of a gun!

From YOU to US

Edited by TONY BROXLEY

JETHRO TO TOUR HERE

Ballard twins

LEICESTER

When Cash sang looking down the barrel of a gun!

By RICHARD GREEN

who also reviews the show.

ROYAL ALBERT HALL

THE INCREDIBLE STRING BAND

TICKETS 25/-, 20/-, 15/-, 10/6, 7/6, 2/6
FROM ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND ALL AGENTS

AN EXTRA LARGE HELPING OF LOVE!

That's on the LP menu from RCA this month. What single-mindedness our great songwriter and artists seem to have!

From the new rock and roll complex, 'EREB NEBO, for instance. His latest album is "THE APACHE SONGS OF LOVE" (SMP 4070/4071). That beautiful blackbird voice is backed by some of the most exciting arrangements on disc at the moment, in such numbers as 'By the time I get to Phoenix'. Well worth a long, long listen.

Another remarkable new collection is HARRY BELAFONTE. His contribution to the RCA label is "HELLO MISTER SUNSHINE" (SMP 4073/4074). That beautiful blackbird voice is backed by some of the most exciting arrangements on disc at the moment, in such numbers as 'By the time I get to Phoenix'. Well worth a long, long listen.

Another remarkable collection is ARTHUR'S "UNFORGETTABLE" (SMP 4075/4076). That's an individual triumph. A band is assembled of three million-dollar-invoice. Taking a slice out from the jazz-rules, there are two exceptional voices and three new voices in the line-up. "THE STANDARDS OF THE TIME" (SMP 4077) is an album of CHARLES PRIDE's singing songs he's really made his own. "COUNTRY HALL OF FAME" (SMP 4078) is BARNETT MCKINLEY's tribute to the family-operated Country Music Hall of Fame. The band sings this fine music in that manner. "THE BLUES" (SMP 4079) is a collection of the best in black music. Great value. And on the same sub-
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The incredible String Band

ROYAL ALBERT HALL

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7

THE INCREDIBLE STRING BAND

IN THE HOUSE

STREET QUO

WORLD OF OZ

ONLY 5/- DOWN FOR 4 LPs

BBC L695 OF THE YEAR

THE NEW RECORDS

NEWLY ARRIVED

THE IRISH BROOKS

THE G.A. LONG PLAY CENTER

93 Farm Lane

Cambridge 20, London, N.17
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On sale Friday, week ending November 3, 1980
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### TOP SINGLES REVIEWED BY DEREK JOHNSON

#### FOUR TOPS TAKE TAMLA CROWN

**Four Tops**: "I'm In A Different World" (Tamla Motown). This year, the Four Tops have taken over from the Supremes as Tamla's most successful attraction. And it's something of a surprise, the Tops since have never failed to make a hit record across the board... In this case, their next release is expected to win them strong buyers among Negro youth. (4)

---

#### Vehement Lulu

**Lulu**: "If I Were A Tiger" (Columbia). A tip of the cap to the original artist, Al Jolson, this new release from Lulu is a fine one. It features a string section and some fine vocal work.

---

#### EASY GOING KING OTIS

**Otis Redding**: "Champagne And Wine" (Atlantic). It is known that Otis Redding's popularity should have doubled since his tragic death. Or perhaps it should be the other way around? In any case, this is a fine release from the great soul singer.

---

### NEW SOUNDS

#### New Singles

- It's Happening All Over Again - For Leonard Cohen's Album
- Constant Patient - 'The Game'
- New Singles - Off and Running

#### Stax Pickings

- "The Godfather" (Stax)
- "The Locomotive" (Stax)
- "Don't Be Fooled By Their Looks" (Stax)

#### 9 Damn Good Records

1. "Diana Ross & The Supremes Stared Off To Artistic Victory"
2. "The Godfathers of Soul"
3. "The Locomotive"
4. "Don't Be Fooled By Their Looks"
5. "The Barons Knights"
6. "Deep Purple"
7. "Paul Peterson & The Supremes"
8. "The Stone Graphics"
9. "The Scaffold"

---

#### Sets Your Soul on Fire

"The Godfathers of Soul" on the Stax label...
Ohio Express tribute to bubblegum!

MORE SINGLE REVIEWS

Ohio Express

Recommended

TREMS/ELADE IN ISRAEL

ANNOUNCING THE FIRST DUNHILL RELEASE ON THE EMI STATESIDE LABEL

New Singles

Marty Feldman

The Happenings

Now let's name-drop...

...and other heavy names to watch for
THE MAMAS AND THE PAPAS
JIMMY WEBB • GRASSROOTS • WINGS

ANNOUNCING THE FIRST DUNHILL RELEASE ON THE EMI STATESIDE LABEL

New Singles

Anan

Dean Martin

Not Enough Indians

Marty Feldman

Funny He Never Married

The Happenings

Crazy Rhythm
**FACES, AMEN TOP PACKAGE**
*Dave Davies, Spooky, Grapefruit, Rosko?*

The Small Faces and Fleetwood Mac are top of the pops digitally speaking, but in most of the country, they only manage to crack the Top Ten. No one has told them yet that the British charts are a different proposition. However, the two groups have already reached No. 1, and if the British are not interested in our singles, it is unlikely that they are going to be interested in our singles.

At least three other big names will complete the top six: the Animals, for whoseOwn Arthur Brown is currently operating; the Dave Clark Five, and the Rolling Stones. No. 2 is in London, returning to the capital with a bang! For the first time on December 1, it will be the first time in London that a British band has ever played in London.

---

**BEATLES £16,000 TV ALBUM COMMERCIAL: ALL STATIONS**

Paul McCartney or Ringo Starr will face the cameras for an unprecedented Beatles TV commercial — a rare and unprecedented moment in the history of Liverpool, where the Beatles have never been seen on television. The commercial is being filmed for the top advertising spot of the week. The commercial is expected to be broadcast in Liverpool, and to be premiered in the Beatles' forthcoming double album, now titled simply "The Beatles." Scheduled time is 9:30 p.m. A total estimated cost of the project is expected to be around £16,000, assessed at full-screen rates.

---

**JACK GOOD: 13-WEEK SERIES IN NEW YEAR**

IT IS NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES "IT IS NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES..."

---

**SCOTT TV SERIES**

IT'S NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES..."

---

**BEACH BOYS CONCERTS—ALL VENUES, FULL BILL**

*Cliff, Puckett, Diana, Tom, Val newies*

For the first time on December 1, it will be the first time in London that a British band has ever played in London. For the first time on December 1, it will be the first time in London that a British band has ever played in London.

---

**SCOTT TV SERIES**

IT'S NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES..."

---

**JOELS IN COLOUR, TINY TIM BBC-2**

*Jools in Colour, Tiny Tim BBC-2*

IT'S NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES..."

---

**PET NEW YEAR TV**

*New Year TV*

IT'S NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES..."

---

**STARS ON ONE**

*Stars on One*

IT'S NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES..."

---

**DYLAN FILM ON VIEW**

*Bob Dylan Film*

IT'S NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES..."

---

**SECOND CREAM CONCERT**

*Second Cream Concert*

IT'S NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES..."

---

**MAC FOR FRENCH TV**

*Mac for French TV*

IT'S NOW CONFIRMED THAT SCOTT WALKER WILL STAR IN HIS OWN BBC TV SERIES IN THE NEW YEAR. WITH TRANSMISSIONS BEGINNING IN MARCH, WALKER WILL STAY IN HIS HOUSEHOLD SHOW TO BE SEEN AT 9:30 a.m. A DIRECTLY DESIGNED TO MATCH THE 10-MINUTE SHOW WHICH SCOTT FILMED IN AUGUST, AND WHICH WAS FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE TV REVIEWERS, THE NEW SERIES OF THE 13-WEEK PROGRAMME CONCERNED WITH THE TV SERIES..."